] reported that he had applied Lucas' test to investigate the primality of the Mersenne Numbers Mp = 2V -1, p a prime, 3300 < p < 5000, and discovered that Mi2ti and M4423 are prime numbers. Hurwitz [2] further statesf that he tested all prime exponents between 5000 and 6000, where the corresponding Mp was not known to have a factor, without discovering any new Mersenne Primes. Table   V   R   V  V 
4. Hans Riesel, "Mersenne numbers," MTAC, v. 12, 1958, p. 207-213. The authors have tested the Mersenne Numbers 6000 < p < 7000 without finding any new primes. A list of the five least significant octal digits of the Sp_ith remainder from the Lucas test (Si = 4) is given in the Table. Where a prime is missing from the list it indicates that a factor of the corresponding Mersenne Number was found by Riesel [3, 4] or that an unpublishedf factor was found by John Brillhart. At the time of completion of these results we learned of similar workf by Donald B. Gillies on Illiac II. We compared our residues with his and found ten discrepancies. A check revealed that one of our three supposedly identical program decks contained an error. The questionable residues were recalculated and found to agree with Dr. Gillies' values. These residues are marked by an asterisk ( *).
The authors have verified that Riesel's M3217 and Hurwitz's il74253 and M4423 are prime. Hurwitz's octal remainder [1] of 72013 for the prime exponent 3301 was also verified. The running time for p near 6500 was three hours, using an IBM 7090.
